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PREFACE 
A conmon objective in the treatment of measured tides is the 
mathematical separation by harmonic analysis of certain periodic 
components which c:an be used to simulate the astronomical tide. 
Traditionally, astronomical or predicted tides have been repre-
sented by the sum of several such components, each one due to a 
particular aspect of the tide-producing forces. Once determined, 
the same set of parameters governing each periodic component may 
be used to predict the tide during any desired time period at a 
given location. These parameters are known as the tidal constants 
for that location. 
Although a number of different methods have been developed 
for determining tidal constants, both before and since the advent 
of electronic computing techniques, one rarely finds that any of 
these are intended for practical application by nonspecialists. 
This is particularly true in the case of the scientist or techni-
cian who has a collection of tidal records and would like to 
utilize them to accurately predict tides by some convenient means. 
This manual has th«~refore been written with the general user in 
mind. It is assumE~d that the reader has some familiarity with 
general reference works on the subject of tides. 
Introduction 
The method of least squares was first applied in the analysis 
of tides by Horn (1960). An excellent description of its use has 
been given by Dronkers (1964) who mentions that official tide 
tables in Germany have since been prepared by this means. The 
least squares algorithm is exceptionally easy to program on a 
digital computer and requires very little memory space. It is 
most efficient whe!n used to obtain a fixed number of tidal con-
stituents from a fixed number of discrete tidal height (or current) 
measurements repre:senting a standa:rd series length. For the 
average user, an appropriate series consists of hourly measure-
ments covering the synodic month of approximately 29 days. This 
series will normally yield ten of the major tidal constituents 
making up the astronomical tide; s•~veral others may be indirectly 
obtained by the inference formulas of Schureman (1958). For a 
discussion of the types of constituents normally used in tidal 
analysis, the reader is referred to Defant (1958). 
This manual describes two main programs written in Fortran 
IV, one for the determination of tidal constants (program HAMELS) 
and one which utilizes the constants to generate predicted tides 
(program ASTRO). In addition to the basic derivation of tidal 
constants, we have included the computational steps necessary to 
convert these results to a standardized form which enables the 
prediction of tides for any period within the present century. 
This is accomplished in both programs by subroutine ORBEL. 
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Mathematical Development-Method of Least Squares 
Let ht represent a series of tidal height measurements ob-
tained at hourly intervals of time t = -n,-n+l, ... ,o, .•. ,n-1,n 
so that t =oat the midpoint of the series. The total number 
of measurements is then N = 2n+l. 
The harmonic series used to approximate the measurements 
using k tidal constituents is 
k k 
h(t) = H + ~ A.cosa.t + r B.sina.t 
0 i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 (1) 
Here ai is the speed of the ith constituent in degrees per mean 
solar hour and Ai:, Bi are coefficients representing the constit-
uent amplitude. H
0 
represents the mean height of tide in the series. 
By reducing the measurements to zero mean with no linear trend, 
H
0 
may be neglected in equation (1) and we obtain the required 
least squares fit by choosing coefficients A., B. such that 
i i 
n 
E = t [h(t) - ht 12 
t=-n 
is a minimum .. Thls will occur when 
oE = oE = o ·, J. = 1 2 k 
' , ... ' oA.. oB. 
JI J 





[h(t) - h J cosa.t 
t· J = 0 ( 2) 
3 
n ~ [h(t) (3) 
t=-n 
Substituting equation (1) in the above equations and rearranging 
terms, the normal equations are 
L Ai L co Sa . t c OS a . t + L B . r S in a . t co Sa . t = ! ht COS a . t ( 4) 
i t 1 J i 1 t 1 J t J 
t:A.r cosa.t sina.t + rB.E sina.t sina.t = rh sina.t (5) 
i 1t 1 J i 1t 1 J t t J 
Due to the selection of a central time origin, we also have 
r: sinai t cosaJ. t = ~ cosai t sina. t = o 
t t J 
as well as the identities 
where 
and 
~ cosa.t cosa.t = \C(ai-aJ·) + \C(ai+aj) = s .. 
t 1 J 1J 
Esina.t sina.t = \C(ai-aJ·) 
t 1 J 
C(O) = N 
C(s) = sin(Ns /2) 
sin(s /2) 
= D •• 
1J 
The final set of 2k equations are then 
r A. S •• 
. 1 1J 
1 
r:B.D .. 
i 1 1J 
= th sina. t 
t t J 
(6) 
( 7) 
which nrust be solved for the 2k unknowns A. and B., i = 1,2, ... ,k. 
1 1 
4 
To illustrate, assume that k = 3 tidal constituents are being 
sought. Written :Ln full, the equations in (6) and ( 7) are 
Al 811 + Az 821 + A3 531 = !: htcosa1 t 
t 
Al 812 + Az 822 + A3 532 = ~htcosazt (6) t 
Al 813 + A2 523 + A3 533 = I: h cosa3 t t t 
Bl 011 + B2 °21 + B3 D31 = rh sina1 t t t 
Bl D12 + B2 °22 + B3 D32 = i: h sina2t t t 
( 7) 
Bl D13 + Bz Dz3 + B3 D33 = I: htsina3 t t 
or in matrix form 
[ Sll Sl2 S13] [ ;; l [ I;htcosa1t l 812 822 823 = rhtcosa2t 813 8 23 S33 L htcosa3t (6) 
011 °12 D13 Bl >' h sina1 t - t 
012 °22 D23 B2 = r htsina2t ( 7) 
D13 D23 D33 B3 t htsina3 t 
noting that Sij = Sji and Dij = Dji since these symbols represent 
a summation of cosine and sine products, respectively, in which 
the order is immaterial. Multiplying both sides of (6) and (7) by 
the inverse of thei respective square matrices, the required coef-
ficients are 
5 
[ !: l -1 [Sll 812 813 [ r htcosa1 t l -· 812 822 823 r htcosa2t 813 823 833 r htcosa3t (6) 
-1 
Bl Dll D12 D13 r htsina1 t 
B2 -· D12 D22 D23 r htsina2t ( 7) 
B3 D13 D23 D33 r htsina3 t 
A computational advantage of the least squares method is now 
apparent. Given a standard set of k tidal constituents and a 
standard series containing N tidal measurements, one can obtain 
the inverse matrices in advance so that only the data sunnnation 
vectors on the right of (6) and (7) require computation prior to 
matrix multiplication during a run. 
Tidal Constants - Amplitude, Speed and Phase 
Having obtained a set of coefficients by the method just 
described, it is convenient to express each tidal constituent in 
the form of a simple sine wave of amplitude R., speed a., and 
1. 1. 
phase Ci using 
(8) 
where 
Ri .jAi2 + B· 2 = ]. 
a. = 360° /Ti, Ti = period of ith constituent ]. 
-1 (B. /A.) 
~-
= tan 
]. ]. ]. 
6 
The phase angle, <;:., fixes the position of the wave form 
l. 
relative to the t:lme origin. In reference to series time, this 
means that a high water phase occurs at t = c./a. hours after 
l. l. 
(or if Ci is negative, before) zero hour at the midpoint of the 
series. If standard time is to be used in equation (8) the 
angle ai t
0 
must f:irst be added to Ci, t 0 being the standard time 
at the midpoint of the series. 
Goodness of Fit Criteria 
An important step following an analysis is to ask how well 
the approximation made with equation (1) represents the input 
data. One way of answering is through an analysis of variance 
or sum of squares partitioning among the individual constituents 
used in the analysis. 
The total sum of squares for the tidal measurements is 
and the sum of squares contributed by the ith constituent is 
2 
ss. = 'Ehi(t) 
l. t 
in which hi(t) values are generated using equation (8) at series 
times t = -n,-n+l, ... ,o, .•. ,n-1,n. One then obtains the percent 
sum of squares accounted for by the ith constituent as the frac-
tion SSi/SStotal X 100. 
Totaling the percentages for all of the constituents used 
gives an indication of the strength of that particular model of 
7 
the tide. It should be noted, however, that a combined sum of 
less than 100% is to be expected; in an area where the astronom-
ical range is small but weather-related disturbances are pronounced, 
the combined sum may be less than 50% using any number of astro-
nomical constituents. 
Tidal Prediction Model 
Before accurate predictions can be made, specifically in years 
other than that of the analytical series, certain adjustments to 
the tidal constants become necessary. As presented by Schureman 
(1958), the required harmonic model of the tide is 
where 
h(t) = H + !!f.H.cos[a.t + (V+u). - 1cl 
0 i l. l. l. 0 1. 1.- (9) 
H
0 
= he:ight of mean sea level above model datum 
fi = nodal factor for reducing mean amplitude to the 
required amplitude in the year of prediction 
= mean amplitude of ith constituent during 18.6 
year-period of lunar node cycle 
thE? local equilibrium phase of ith constituent 
in the year of prediction 
1<:i = phase of ith constituent relative to the local 
equilibrium phase 
Each of the above arguments associated with equation (9) are 
essential elements in the tidal analysis and prediction programs 





- If the predicted heights are to refer to a model datum of 
mean sea level, H must then be zero. Other values depend upon 
C, 
the datum selected. For example, H
0 
should equal approximately 
one-half the mean tidal range at the station if the model datum 
is mean low water. For a discussion of tidal datums, see Marmer 
(1951), Boon and Lynch (1972), or Swanson (1974),. 
fi, Hi - These arguments are related by Ri = fiHi where Riis 
the expected amplitude of the ith constituent in the year of 
the prediction. A slight variation in Ri for most (but not all) 
constituents occurs from one year to the next, the value in any 
one year depending upon the position of the lunar nodes within 
an 18.6-year cycle. Subroutine ORBEL computes nodal factors, 




+u) i - The equilibrium phase of a cons.tituent is the phase of 
an imaginary sine curve representing the so-called equilibrium 
tide in the absence of friction and other factors. In the case 
of the main lunar constituent, M2 , this would mean that high 
water occurs just as the moon transits the meridian of the place 
in question. Thus, the M2 equilibrium phase simply expresses 
lunar position (hour angle) in relation to the time origin and 
meridian in use. Greenwich equilibrium phases refer to Greenwich 
mean time (G.M.T.) and the prime meridian at Greenwich, England. 
Subroutine ORBEL computes the latter for up to 37 selected con-
stituents during any year between 1900 and the year 2000. 
9 
l<:i - Comparing equations (8) and (9), one sees that Ci= 1<:i - (V
0
+u)i 
or Ki= Ci+ (V0 +i~)i as illustrated in the following diagram: 
~i ..---1<:i 
I 
l+--(v +u) . 
I o 1 
MSL 
t=o 
sine curve representing ith tidal constituent 
The phase angle K:i is used in equation (9) because it alone 
behaves as a true constant from one_year to the next. Except for 
certain solar constituents, (V +u). and hence C· vary in a uniform 0 1 1 
manner determined by celestial mechanics (the combined symbol for 
the equilibrium phase signifies that it consists of a slowly 
changing component: and a more rapidly changing component). 
l(i' - A primed kappa symbol indicates that the constituent phase 
angle, I<:., has bee~n adjusted so that Greenwich (V +u) . values may 
1 0 1 
be used in place of local (V
0
+u)i in equation (9). This adjust-
ment simply accounts for the difference in longitude between the 
tide station and the meridian of Greenwich and for the use of 
local standard time in the predictions. Each t<:i to 1<:i' conversion 
is made according to the formula 
IL'= IL+ P.L -






L = west longitude in degrees of station at which 
predictions are to be made 
S = west longitude in degrees of time meridian used 
(e.g., 75°W for U.S. Eastern Standard time) 
Pi= number of daily cycles of ith constituent (diurnal 
constituents= 1, semidiurnal = 2, etc.) 
Both Ki and K:i' are included in the output of program HAMELS. 
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Instructions for using Program HAMELS 
I. Preliminary Input 
The initial input required by Program HAMELS includes a 
master list of constituent speeds and other associated parameters 
for 37 tidal constituents, a set of inference formula constants, 
and the inverse matrices matching the number and order of the 
selected constituents. The inverse matrices supplied in this pub-
lication must be used with a standard series of 697 observations. 
Other matrices for a series of different length may be computed 
using Program LESCO, Appendix C. 
The complete card listing of preliminary input data for 
the standard series is given at the end of this appendix. The 
array values in eiach matrix have been multiplied by 1000 to 
eliminate extranE:ous leading zeroes and to conform with compu-
tational steps taken in the program. 
II. Station Control Card 
A four-letter station code is used to identify the tide 
station supplying the tidal data. The latitude and longitude 
of the station nrust be given as coded numbers in which the first 
three digits represent degrees and the remainder minutes and 
tenths (e.g., 03515.1 = 35° 15.1'). Other control information 
must be coded as indicated in the user comments listed at the 
beginning of the program. 
III. Tide Data Cards 
Twelve hourly heights per card for the first 58 cards (696 
heights) followed by the 59th card containing the final height. 
14 
A condition of the least squares method is that the total number 
of heights must be odd. 
III. Data Output and Plot 
The main output from Program HAMELS consists of a set 
of harmonic constants obtained by the least squares analysis of 
the input data. A printer plot subroutine then graphically 
displays both the observed series of tidal heights and the 
predicted heights based on the above harmonic constants. Finally 
a plot of the residual between the observed and computed heights 
is printed. 
The scale of the plot may be changed as needed by insertion 
of new range limits in the calling statements for subroutine PLOT 




































PROG~AM HAMELS- HARMONIC ANALYSIS METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 00000010 
PROGRAM COMPUTES TIDAL CONSTANTS FOR 10 MAIN CONSTITUENTS BY LEAST 00000020 
SQUARES PLUS 15 SECONDARY CONSTITUENTS BY INFERENCE FORMULAS OF 00000030 
SCHUREMAN. TIOES DUE TO DISTURBING SECONDARY CONSTITUENTS T2,Pl,K2 00000040 
ARE REMOVED FROM THE RECORD PRIOR TO FINAL DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS.00000050 
INPUT REQUIRED- 00000060 
I.MASTER LIST CF CONSTITUENT INFORMATICN 00000070 
A. 37 TIDAL CONSTITUENT CARDS (I2,1X,A4,1X,F8.4,4X,9F3.l) 00000080 
NOSCI)- NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY REFERENCE NO. FOR ITH CONSTITUENT 00000090 
SYM(()- SYMBOL FOR ITH CONSTITUENT (A4) 00000100 
A(l,lJ- SPEED OF ITH CONSTITUENT IN OEG/MSH (FB.4) 00000110 
A(I,J)- ORBITAL ELEMENT INDICES FOR ITH CONSTITUENT (8F3.l) 00000120 
CT(()- ITH CO~STITUENT TYPE, CIURNAL=1,SEMI0IURNAL=2,ETC. (F3.1) 00000130 
B. 15 INFERENCE FORMULA CARDS (2F6.3,313) 00000140 
SCA(I)- AMPLITUDE PARAMETER, ITH INFERRED CONSTITUENT (F6.3) 00000150 
SCE(I)- PHASE PARAMETER, ITH INFERRED CONSTITUENT (F6.3) 00000160 
ICl(I)- INFERRED PARAMETER INDEX (13) 00000170 
IC2(1)- INFERRED PARAMETER INDEX (13) 00000180 
IC3(1)- INFERRED PARAMETER INDEX II3) 00000190 
2. LEAST SQUARES INVERSE MATRICES - 10 CARDS EACH MATRIX 00000200 
SINV(l,J)XlOOO (10f8.6) 00000210 
DINVCl,J)XlOOO (10F8.6) 00000220 
3. STATION CONTROL CARD (1X,A4,2F7.1,I3,1X,14,213,F4.1J 00000230 
XIDEN- STATION CODE CA4) 00000240 
XLAT- STATION LATITUDE (F7.l) 00000250 
XLON- STATION LONGITUDE (F7.l) 00000260 
LTM- LONGITUDE OF TIME MERIDIAN (13) 00000270 
IYR- VEAR OF OBSERVATIONS (14) 00000280 
MS- MONTH STARTING OBSERVATIONS 113) 00000290 
IDS- DAV STARTING OBSERVATIONS (13) 00000300 
TS- TI~E OF Fl~ST OBSERVATION (F4.l) 00000310 
4. TIDAL DATA CAROS - 59 CARDS FOR STANDARD SERIES OF 29 DAYS 00000320 
HHCII- HOURLY HEIGHT OF TIDE (32X,12F4.2J 00000330 
00000340 



































c READ MASTER LIST CF CONSTITUENT SPEEDS, ORBITAL ELEMENT INDICES, 
C SECONDARY CONSTITUENT INDICES. 
c-------------·--------------------------












45 FORMAT(10F8.6) 00000610 
c------------·-------- 00000620 
C READ STATION CONTROL CARO 00000630 
C READ HOURLY HEIGHTS 00000640 
c------------·-------- 00000650 
READ(5,2J XIDEN,XLAT,XL,ON,LTM,IYR,MS,IDS,TS 00000660 
XLON=XL+ON/60. 00000670 
2 FORMAT(1X,A4,F7.1,F3.0,F4.1,13,1X,14,213,F4.l) 00000680 
REA0(5,43)(HH(IJ,1=1,NHH} 00000690 
43 FCRMAT(32X,12F4.2) 00000700 
c-------------------------------------------------- 0 0000 710 
C COMPUTE JULIAN START ANO MIDPCINT DATES, ZULU START ANO MIDPOINT TIMES00000720 


























CALL ORBEL(IYR,JDS,JDM,ZS,ZM,NOS,A,VOU,FJ 00000990 
c-----------------·---------------------- 00001000 
C REMCVE LINEAR TREND, ADJUST DATA TO ZERC MEAN 00001010 






SXY=O. 0 00001080 
DO 7 I=l,NHH 00001090 
SX=SX+I 00001100 
SX2-=SX2+1*1 00001110 
SY= SY+HH II) 00001120 
SXY=SXY+l*HH( J) 00001130 
7 CONTINUE 00001140 
600 XBAR=SX/NHH 00001150 











DO 11 I= 1, NHH 
TSS=TSS+HH( I >-1 HH (I) 
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 15 
16 SY=O.O 













DO 13 J= 1, M 
HC S( J >=O.O 
HSN(Jl=O.O 
I I=- ( NH H- l ) / 2 
ARGl=A(J,l)/DEGRAD 







c COMPUTE LEAST SCUARES COEFFICIENTS 
c----------------·-----------------
00 10 I =l, M 
AA(I)=O.O 
BB(l)=O.O 








c COMPUTE CONSTITUENT A~PLITUDES AND PHASES 
c-----------------·---------------------


































































R ( U= SQRT ( ARGJ 
14 CONTINUE 
IF(JUMP.GT.O)GO TO 19 
c-------------·----------------------------
c COMPUTE INFERRED SECC~DARY CONSTITUENTS T2,Pl,K2 
C REMOVE T2,Pl,K2 FRCM DATA 
c------------------------------------






















604 IF(JUMP.EQ.O)GO TO 16 
c----------------·--------------------
c COMPUTE REMAINI~C SECCNOARY CGNSTITUENTS 











DO 2 l I= N 1, N 2 
J= IC 1 Cl J 
K= I C2 (I) 
l=IC3(I> 
KAPA(l)=KAPA(K)+SCEll)*(KAPA(K)-KAPA(L)) 

































































. ISUBC=NOS( 11 00002330 
ZETA(l)=KAPA(l)-VOU(JSUBC)+CTIIJ*XLON-A(I,lJ*TZ 00002340 
21 CONTINUE 00002350 
c----------------------------------------- 00002360 
C COMPUTE PERCENT SUMS OF SQUARES FOR EACH CONSTITUENT 00002370 
c--------------------------------------- 00002 380 
SST=O.O 00002390 






on 23 K=l,NHH 00002460 





11=1 l+l 00002520 
23 CONTINUE 00002530 
SS(JJ=(SS(J)-SY*SY/NHHJ*lOO./lSS 00002540 
SST=SST+SS(J) 00002550 
SSCJ)=SS(J)+ l.E-4 00002560 
22 CONTINUE 00002570 
c-------------------- 00002580 
C PRINT RESULTS 00002590 
c--------------------- 00002600 
XLON=XL*lOO.+ON 00002610 
WRITE(6,24J XJDEN,XLAT,XLON,LTM,IYR,MS,IDS,TS,NHH 00002620 
24 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,/////1X,'HAMELS- HARMONIC ANALYSIS. METHOD Of LEAST SQUA00002630 
lRES',//lX,'STATION •,A4,2F7.1,13, 1 W',3X,'YEAR ',14,/lX,'29 DAY SER00002640 
2IES STARTING •,t3,'-',I2,3X,F5.1,' HRS 1 ,4X,I4,' 08SERVATIONS 1 ,//1X00002650 
3,'NCS ND. CONST.',1X,'SPEED 1 ,5X 1 'H',5X, 1 KAPPA 1 ,2X,'KPRIME',5X, 00002660 
4'KPR-K',2X, 1 0/0 TSS•) 00002670 
WRITE(6,3)(NOS(l),SYM(I),A(l,1) 1 H(It,KAPA(I),KAPR(IJ,KPRMK(I) 1 00002680 
1SS(I),1=1,N2) 00002690 
3 FORMAT(4X,I2,3X,A4,2X,F8.4,F7.3 1 F8.2 1 FB.1,2X,F8.2 1 2X,F7.2) 00002700 
WRITE(6,26) YBAR,SST 00002710 
26 FORMAT(/lX,'SERIES MSL ',f6.2,41X,F6.2) 00002720 
c---------------- 00002730 






WRITE(6,35) XIOEN,TS,MS,IDS,IYR 00002800 
35 FORMAT( 1 l 1 //1X,A4,/1X, 1 08SERVEO HOURLY HEIGHTS(X) ANO PREDICTED H000002810 
lURLY HEIGHTS(+) VERSUS TIME',/lX, 1 29-DAY SERIES STARTING AT •,F4.100002820 
2, 1 H~s•,1x,12,•-•,12,1x,14111x> 00002010 
CALL PLOT(NHH,HH,PHH,T,HMIN,HMAX,HMIN,HMAX,TMIN,TINCR) 00002840 
WRITE(6,36) XIOEN,TS,MS,IDS,JYR 00002850 
36 FORMAT('l'//1X,A4,/1X,'RESIDUAL(X)= OBSERVED MINUS PREDICTED HOURL00002860 
lY HEIGHTS VERSUS TtME',/lX, 1 29-DAY SERIES STARTING AT •,F4.l, 1 HRS00002870 
2•,1x,12,•-•,12,1x,I4,5X, 1 DATUM IS SERIES MSL'//lX> 00002880 
DO 37 I=l,NHH 00002890 
HH(I)=HH(l)-PHH(l) 00002900 
37 PHH(l)=O.O 00002910 














































c SUBROUTINE COMPUTES GREENWICH EQUJLIBRIUM PHASES ANO NODAL FACTORS 
C ~OR ANY OR All Of 37 TIDAL CONSTITUENTS USED IN STANDARD HARMONIC 
C· ANALYSIS A~D TIDAL PREDICTION. COMPUTATIO~S ARE BASED ON ORBITAL ELEMENT 
C FORMUL~E- BY SCHUREMAN(l958) FOR EITHER HARMONIC ANALYSIS OR TIDAL PRFOIC~IJ~S 
C ·1. TNPUT VARTABLES 
C. 1YR- YEAR Of OBSERVATIONS/PREDICTIONS 
C JS- JULIAN OAY AFGlNNING THE MONTH IN WHICH SERIES STARTS 
C JM- JULIAN DAY CONTAINING MIDPOINT OF SERIES 
C ZS- GREFNWICH MEAN (ZULU) TIME AT START OF SERIES 
C ZM- GREfNWICH MEAN (ZULU) Tl~E AT MIOPOTNT OF S~RIES. 
C NOS(I)- NATIONAL OCF.AN SUPVEY REFfRENCF NUMBER FOR 1TH CO~STJTUENT 
C A(l,1)- SPEED OF TTH CONSTITUENT I~ DEG/MSH 
C A(I,J)- ORBITAL ELEMENT INDICES (J=2,9) FOR ITH CONSTITUENT 
C 2~ OUTPUT Vi,P I ABLES 
C VOU(It- GREfNWICH EQUILIBRIUM PHASE FOR ITH cn~STITJENT 
C F(I)- NOOAL FACTOR FOR 1TH CONSTITUFNT 
c---------------------------------------



























































































































XNIJ=COS f XNU) 





SQ 1 = S I ~ ( O IJ 
SQ2=S0l*SQ1 
S03=qN(ot2) 









F ( 8) = 1: ( 1) *F ( 4) 







Ft lq)==S03/. 72137 
f(20)=1.327757-l.991635*SQ2 
F(B)=,F(l) 
f"( 24) :, SQ2/ .1578 
~(215)==F(6) 
f ( ?6) ==F ( 6) 
F(29)=:f(6) 












C SUBR-OUTINE PLOTS ON PRINTER ONE 0~ TWO A PRAYS OF Y VALUES ( ACROSS PAGE) 
. C~AGAINST ONE ARRAY OF X VALUFS (D~WN PAGE) 
·c- -------------- ---- --------------------------------
- C USAGF -.CALL ~LJT(N.Yl,Y2,X,YlMIN;YlMAX,Y2MIN,Y2MAX,XMIN,XINCR) 
. c---------------------------------------------------------
c DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
C N - NUMBfR OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
C Yl - ARRAY CONTAINING FIRST SET OF Y VALUES (LENGTH N) 
: V2 ARPAY CONTAINING SECOND SET OF Y VALUES (LENGTH NJ 
C X_ - APRAY CONTAINI~G SET OF X VALUES (LENGTH N) 
C Vl~IN- - MINIML.IM VUUE C·HlSE'-4 Ff'JR Yl SCALE 
C Vl~AX - MAXl~UM VALUE CHOSEN FOR Yl SCALE 
C Y2MJN - MINIMUM VALUE CHOSEN FOR Y2 SCALE 
~ Y2MAX - MAXIMUM VALUE CHOSEN FOR Y2 SCALE 
C XMTN - MINIMUM VALUE JF THE X ARRAY 
C XtNCR - INCREMENT Fn~ FACH VALUE nF X 
c--------------------------------------------------------
·c PtnT SYMBOLS Yl- X Y2- + COINCIDENT POINTS-* 
---c----------. "---·----------------------------------------
c 
C NOTE: Y SCALF RES~LUTION IS 100 cnLU~NS FULL SCALF 
C IF ONLY ONEY ARRAY IS TO BE PLOTTED THEN THE SAME ARRAY NAME 
C MUST RE USED FOR ROTH Yl AND Y2 
c--------------·--------------------------------------
0 IM ENS I ON O'~D 1 ( 1) , OR D2 ( l t, AB ( l>, IPL T( 10 5J , YC Alf( 11) 
n A r A I PL T 11 o 5 • • • / , 1 s y M8 , • • / , t s v ,., o 1 • o • 1 , 1 s Y M x / • x • / , r s v M v / • + • / 
DA T A I S '( ~ A / 1 * ' / , I S 'V MP I • + • I , I SY M_ / • I • / 
LA=6 
Y"I: Rl=f FMAXl- FMJNl) / 10. 
YNCR2=(FMAX2-FMIN2)/10. 










F MI NP= F MT N l 
no 110 J=I ,·< 
'fCALF(U=rMINn 
DO 1 7 I= l , 1 l 
17 YCALF(l)=FMJNO+Y~CRO*(l-1)+5.0E-5 
WRITF(l.A,141 M,YCALE 
l 4 FORM I\ T ( • 0 1 , 2 X , 1 ( 1 , A l , 1 J ' , 1 lC , 11 F 10 • 2, / 1 ' , 1 3 X, • * 1 , 2 1( • •••• * 1 ) ) 
M= TS YMV 
YNCRO=YNCR2 
110 FMJNn=F"1U!2 
F INr.l=Yf\JC P.1/ 10. 
FT "JC 7.= YNC ~ 7/ l O • 
Fl NL =Vf\!CRA /10. 
FT=FMlNA 
ten N=T s v~rn 
IZ~ROl=fO-F~JNl)/FINCl+l.5 
JZER02={0-FMI~2J/FJNC2+1.5 
DO 7 J= 1, L 
23 




... TFt IPTl-105 )!»0,64-,H 
,6ltPTl=l05 
JPLT(IPTl)=ISYMn 
:.;o TO 65 
60 IF( IPT1)63,63,64 
63 tPTl=l 
tPLT(IPTl)=ISYMO 
Gn TO 65 
6ft t PL T ( I PTl ) = I S YM X 
65 t F( tPT 2-1) 5) 4J ,44,41 
41 T PT2=105 
TPLT(IPT?)=JSY~O 
GO T n 45 
40 I F ( JP T 2) 4 3 , \ 3, 44. 
43 J PT 2= 1 
tPLT(tPT2)=JSYMO 
GO TO 45 
44 TPLT(TPT2)=JSYMY 
45 JF(IPT1-IPT2)50,46,50 
46 IF( IPL T(TPTll-1SVl.10)4g,5Q,49 
49 IPL T( IP Tl J=JSVMA 
50 I PT 3= (AP. ( J )-FM I NA)/ FI NL+ 1. 5 
77 JF(JPT3-LATCH)70,71,72 
71 Gn TO (8,9),LINE 
R IIFI=FI/1 
TE"'!Fl= ( FI -T ff I) *2 4. 
ITEM!= T=E'-1= 1/l 
TEMFl=(TEMFI-ITEMFI)~.006 
FT= It FI + ( IT FM F J ite. 0 l ) +TE MF I 
WPtTE(LA,10) FI, IPL T 
10 FnRMAT(' ',lXFl0.2,' *',l05AU 
TC T=l 
• I IJ f=2 
Gn TO 12 
9 WR J T ': ( LA, 11 ) I Pl T 
11 FQRMAT(' ',llX, 1 + 1 ,l05All 
JCT=TCT+l 
IF( TCT-6) 12,13, 12 




L AT CH= L AT C H + l 
Gn T fl 7 
72 Gn Tn (73,74),LINF. 
73 WR tTF (LA, 75) FT 
75 F0.RMAT(' ',lXFl0.2,' *') 
If.T=l 
LI l\!F = 2 
Gn Tf1 79 
7 4 WR IT~ ( L 1', 7 6) 
7 6 FORMAT ( ' ' , 11 X, ' +' ) 
ICT=tr.T+l 
tF(J[T-5t79,78,79 
78 LI NE=l 
79 Ff:FMINA+LATCH*FINL'+5.0E-o 
LATCH=LATCH+l 
GO TO 77 
70 If(J-1)81,80,81 
81 tCnN=tSV~P 
80 WRITE{LA,30) ICON,IPLT 
30 FnRMAT(Al,13X,105Al) 
I Pl T ( tPT 1 )=t<;YM8 




q4 FflRMAT(' 1 tl3X,'*' ,2l(' •••• *')) 
RE TUR "'J 
ENn 
25 
MASTER LIST OF CONSTITUENT INFORMATION - PROGRAM HAMELS 
_A. TIDAL CONSTITUENT CARDS 
I ' 
l Nl2 28.98410!t?. -2 2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
-2 S2 30.0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3 N2 .?8.4397?q6 -3 2 1 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
4 Kl 15.0410i86 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 
5 M4 51. 9(.8:2 08ft -4 4 0 0 0 4 -4 0 4 
b 01 13. 94303 51; -2 l 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 l 
1 ~6 86.952~3 l?-~ -6 6· 0 0 0 6 -6 0 6 
9 S4 60.0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
12 Sb 91J. 0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
36 MB 115. q 36 4169 -.8 8 0 0 0 8 -8 0 8 
11 NlJ2 l B. 512'. 5 8 30 -3 4 -1 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
13 MIJ2 27. W,B7. 084 -4 4 0 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
14 2N2 27. 89~i3 548 -4 2 2 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
15 nn1 16.1391017 2 l 0 0 1 -2 -1 0 1 
16 LAM2 29.4556254 -1 0 l 0 2 2 -2 0 2 
18 Ml 14.4q66939 -1 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
19 Jl 1 5. 58 ~;44 33 1 l -1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 
25 RHOI. 13.4715145 -3 3 -1 0 -1 2 -1 0 1 
26 Ql 13.39£36609 -3 1 1 0 -l 2 -1 0 1 
27 T2 29.95H9333 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
28 R2 30.04 ll066 7 0 l 0 -1 2 0 0 0 2 
29 ?Q l 17.. 85lt2 862 -4 1 2 0 -1 2 -1 0 l 
30 Pl 14.q5B93l4 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 
3':\ L2 29.52H4789 -1 2 -1 0 2 0 0 0 2 
35 I( 2 30.00;?1373 0 2 0 () 0 0 0 0 2 
8 ~K3 44.02~H 728 -2 3 0 0 l 2 -2 -1 3 
10 MN4 57.42.38338 -5 4 1 0 0 4 -4 0 4 
17 Sl 15.00()0000 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 
20 MM 0. 544t 3 74 7 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 SSA 0.08.i~l,73 0 7. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 SA 0.0410686 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~3 MSF l. OP> 8958 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 ~F l.09l30331 2 0 0 0 0 -?. 0 0 0 
31 2SM2 31 .op;A958 2 -2 0 0 0 -2 2 0 2 
32 ~3 4?,.4761563 -3 3 0 0 2 3 -3 0 3 
34 2MK3 42.92713<}A -4 ':\ 0 0 -1 4 -4 1 3 
37 MS4 5 8. q ttii J 04 2 -2 2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 4 
26 
B. INFERENCE FORMULA CARDS 
0.0:38-1.464 01 02 01 11 11 
0.024-2.000 01 02 01 13 12 
0.026-2.072 01 02 01 14 13 
0.043 1.000 06 04 06 15 14 
0. 007-0. "3~6 Cl 02 01 16 15 
0.011-0.c;oo 06 04 06 18 16 
o. [)79 0.496 Ob 04 06 19 17 
0.038-1.429 06 04 06 25 18 
0.194-1.496 06 04 06 26 19 
0.059-o.o~fo 02 02 01 27 20 
0.008 o. 04-0 02 02 01 28 21 
o. 026-l. 992 06 04 06 29 22 
0 • 3 "3 1-0 • 01· 5 04 04 06 30 23 
o. 02 a-o. 464 01 02 01 33 24 
0.212 o.oe.1 02 02 01 35 25 
27 
LEAST SQUARES INVERSE MATRICES - 29 DAY SERIES 
·'. (697 OBSER_ V./\TIQMS ~ OF HOURLY HEIGHI OF TIDE) 
SINV {xlOOO) 
2872605 0044749 0150952 0005986-00l0b57 0014762-0010024-0006646-0007359-0008942 
0044749 2866435 0025608 0002003-0012694 0010597-0011132-0008285-0008294-0009744 
0150952 0025608 2874475 0001416 0012372-0007908 0010632 0008379 0008029 0009250 
0005986 0002003 0001416 2868870 0009336-0171260 0009211 0006344 0006~63 0008346 
-0010&57-0012694 0012372 0009336 2865584 0011398-0010085 0043529-0005138-0008925 
0014762 0010597-0007908-0171260 0011398 2880493 0010251 0008320 0007985 0009028 
-0010024-0011132 0010632 0009211-0010085 0010251 2867082-0013953 0043759-0008149 
-0006646-0008285 0008379 0006344 0043529 0008320-0013953 2866225-0008339-0010765 
-0007359-0008294 0008029 0006963-0005138 0007985 0043759-0008339 2866211-0014721 
-0008942-0009744 0009250 0008346-0008925 0009028-0008149-00107b5-0014721 2868785 
DINV (xlOOO) 
2883245 0054310 0142765-0008060-0000386 0008169-000076b 0002218 0001089-000111& 
0054310 2874729 0018739-0010656-0002727 0006077-0001682 0000020 0000004-0001390 
0142765 001a139 2a79qa2 0012442 00034os-oooso63 0001a1s 0001124 0000564 0001305 
-0008060-00106~6 0012442 2d89535-0002567-0160830-0000772-0003975-0002206 0000347 
-0000386-0002727 0003405-0002567 2875263 0003027-0001742 0052723 0003466-0002402 
0008169 0006077-0005063-0160830 0003027 2877929 0001541 0002340 0001309 0000727 
-oooo766-0001682 0001a1s-0000·112-0001142 0001541 2873735-0005343 00516l3-0003725 
0002218 0000020 0001124-00039/5 0052723 0002340-0005343 2874~53-0000018-0003363 
0001089 0000004 0000~64-000220b 00034b6 0001309 0051613-0000018 2874521-0008300 
-0001118-0001390 0001305 0000347-0002402 0000727-0003725-0003363-0008300 2870453 
28 
· SAMPLE OUTPUT - PROGRAM HAMELS 
HAMELS- HARMONIC ANALYSIS METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 
STATION HRVA 3656.8 7619.9 75W YEAR 1970 
29 _DAY SERIES ST AR TING 12- 1 o.o HRS 697 OBSERVATI o~s 
NOS NO. CONST. SP1EEO H KAPPA KPRIME KPR-K 0/ 0 TSS 
1 "'12 28.9841 1.175 251.68 259.4 7. 74 66.89 
2 S2 30.0000 0.155 256.44 259.1 2.66 1.24 
3 N2 28.4397 0.174 238.07 248.5 10.46 1.46 
4 Kl 15.0410 J.176 124.93 126.l 1.13 1.92 
5 M4 57.9682 o. 022 341.14 356.6 15.49 0.02 
6 01 13.9430 0.145 130.54 137.2 6.62 1.46 
7 M6 86.9523 o. 017 272.09 295.3 23.23 0.01 
9 S4 60.0000 0.026 1.3. 01 18.3 5. 33 0.03 
12 S6 90.0000 0.009 97.37 105.4 7.99 o. 00 
36 MS 115.9364 0.001 33.14 64.l 30.97 o.oo 
11 NU2 28.5125 0.045 249.48 259.6 10.10 0.10 
13 MU2 27.9682 0.028 246.93 259. 8 12.82 0.04 
14 2N2 27.8953 0.031 246.59 259.8 13.19 0.05 
15 001 16.1391 0.006 119. 32 115.0 -4.36 0.01 
16 LAM2 29.4556 o.ooa 253.89 259.3 5.39 o.oo 
18 Ml 14.4966 0.010 124.9.3 128. 8 3.85 0.03 
19 Jl 15.5854 o. 011 119.32 117.7 -1.60 0.01 
25 RHOl 13.4 715 0.006 113. 7 l 122.7 8.97- o.oo 
26 Ql 13. 3986 0.028 108.10 117.4 9.34 0.06 
27 T2 29.9589 0.009 275.46 278.3 2.87 o.oo 
28 R2 30.0410 0.001 280.21 282. 7 2.46 o.oo 
29 2Ql 12. 8542 0.004 91.27 103.3 12.06 o.oo 
30 Pl 14.9589 0.058 85.66 87.2 1. 54 0.11 
33 L2 29. 5284 o. 033 294.48 299.5 5.02 0.02 
35 K2 30.0821 0.042 299. 23 301.5 2.25 0.15 
SERIES MSL 5 •. 37 73.68 
liRVA 
O~SERVED HOURLY HEIGHTS(X) AND PREDICTED KJURLY HEIGHTS(+) VE~SUS TIME 
29-0AY S~RIES STAPTING AT O.OHRS 12- l 1970 
(X) -5.00 -4.00 




+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
6.00 • + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
12. 00 
* • X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
18.00 * + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 




+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 




















+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
+ + X 
48.00 ,. + X 
+ + X 




















RtSIOUAL(X)= OBSERVFO MINUS PREDJCTFD HOU~LY HEIGHTS VERSUS TIME 
?9-0AY SfqJES STARTING AT O.O HRS 12- l 1970 





























































































































































Instructions for using Program ASTRO 
I. Preliminary Input 
As in Program HAMELS, a master list of constituent infor-
mation is initially required as input to the program. The list 
includes 37 tidal constituents normally used by the National 
Ocean Survey in official U.S. tide table publications. The list 
is presented at the end of this appendix. 
II. Station ID Card, Tidal Datum Card 
The station ID card identifies the tide station, its loca-
tion, and the local time meridian used. The tidal datum card 
names the datum used (for labeling purposes), fixes its position 
relative to mean sea level, and gives the number of tidal con-
stituents to be used in the predictions. 
III. Tidal Constants Cards 
Each tidal constituent to be used in the predictions must 
be represented by a tidal constants card. These may include any 
combination of th•~ 37 constituents referred to in the master 
list. Cards containing the sets of tidal constants (amplitude 
and phase) may be entered in any order as long as the correct 
NOS reference number appears on each card. 
IV. Station Control Card 
This card specifies the year and the month series in which 
predictions are wanted as well as their type (hourly heights or 
times and heights of highs and lows). Various combinations may 
33 
be achieved for a given station by entering one or more control 
cards, followed by a blank card to terminate the program. 
34 
C' ·••J;ROGRAM A:STRfl** ASTRONOMICAL TT DE· PREDICT ION P~OGRAM fOR 
C C·OMPUTATION Of HOURLY HEIGHTS AND/PR TIMES A~O HEIGHTS OF HIGH AND 
C~ LOW TIDE AT STATIONS HAVING KNOWN TI DAL CONSTANTS 
··c- . --------- -------· -----------------------
c· ••1NPuT VARIABLE LIST** 
C XTUEN- STATION IDENTIFIER CODE (A4J 
'C XLAT,XLON- STATION LATITUOF. ANO lONGITUOF (2F7.l) 
-C· tfM- LONGJ'rUOf Of TIME MERIDIAN USED AT STATION (13) 
C IYR- YEAR OF REQUIRED PREOTCTIONS (14) 
C MS 9 Mf- STARTING MONTH, ENDING MONTH f213) 
,..:C· ITYPf.- SELECTS HOURLY HEIGHTS IOU OR HIGHS ·_ANO LOWS(02J ( 13t 
· C ·-OAT NM- NAMI: OF MODEL OA TUM f I 4) 
r. HO- HEIGHT OF LOCAL MEAN SEA LEVEL ABOVE MODEL DATUM (F5.3J 
C NTC- NUMBER nF TIDAL CONSTITUENTS USED (13) 
C NOS f I}- NATIONAL OCEA~ SURVl:V REFERENCE NO. FOR ITH CONSTITUENT 
C A ( I 9 lJ- SPF ED OF ·ITH TIDAL CONST TTUENT IN OEG/MSH ( F8.4) 
C Afl,JJ- ORBITAL ELEMENT JNOfCES FOR 1TH CONSTITUENT (8F3.l) 
C H(l)- MEAN AMPLITUOE OF .ITH TIDAL CONSTITUENT IF5.3) 
C XKP(I)- PHASE OF ITH CONSTITUENT ADJUSTED FOR STATION LOCATION CFS.ta 
c-------------------------------
c **CALLFO VARIABLES** 
C F(I)- NODAL FACTOR REOUCING H TO VEAR OF PREDICTION 
C YOU(t)- GREENWICH EQUILIBRIUM PHASE FOR 1TH CONSTITUENT 
c-----------------------------------------------
c ••INPUT SEQUENCE ANO FORMAT** 
C 1. STATION IO CARD- XJOEN,XLAT,XLON.LTM (1X,A4,2F7.1,13) 
C 2. TIDAL DATUM CARD- OATNM,HO,NTC (1X,A4,1X,F5.1,13) 
C 3. TIDAL CONSTANTS CAROS- HllJ,XKP(J) (1X,F5.3,1X,F5.l) 
C 4. STATION CONTROL CARn- IYR,MS,ME,ITYPE C1X,14,213,4X.I3t 
C 5. ADOITTONAL STATTON CONTROL CARDS IF DESIRED 
C 6. RLANK' CARD TO TERMINATE JOB 
c---------------------------------------------
c SURROUTI NE·!; REOUIR EO- O~BEL ,CONSUM 
c----------------------------------------------
0001 DIMENSION F(37),H(37a,vou(37),XKP(37),HH(366,24),XLW(366,2) 
0002 OT"fNSION JS(l2),JF(l2),N0(367),THW(366,21.HW(366,2),TLW(366,2) 
0003 OIMfNSION A(37,9a,OMTL(366),DMN(366),N0S(37),KNOS(37l 
c-----------------------------------------------
c READ MASTER LIST OF CO~STITUFNT SPEEDS, ORBITAL ELEMENT INDICES 
c----------------------------------------------
0004 REAOC5,44)(NOS(l),(4(1,J),J=l,9),1=1,37) 
0005 44 FORMAT(X2,6X,F8.4,4X,8F3.l) 
c----------------------------------
c READ STATION IO CARO 
C REAO TIDAL DATUM CARO 
C READ TIDAL CONSTANTS CARns 
c-----------------------------------
0006 ~FA0f5,1) XIDfN,XLAT,XLON,LTM 
0007 1 FnR~AT(1X,A4,2F7.l,1X,t2) 
0008 READ(5,31 OATNM,Hn,NTC 
0009 3 FORMAT(lX,A4,lX,F5.1,13) 
0010 RFAD(5,4) (KNOS(J),H(J),XKP(Jl,J=l,NTCI 
0011 4 FORMAT(X2,2X,F5.3,ZX,F5.l) 
c--------------------------------
c READ STATT~~ CONTRnL CARO 
c---------------------------------
0012 ?00 REA0(5,2) IYR,~S,ME,ITYPE 
















































lf(IYR.EQ.O)GO TO 101 
c----------------------------------------------------
;~ COMPUTE JULIAN OATF5 STARTING ANO ENDING EACH MONTH 











JEt?.) =59+L Y 
K=l 
DO 5 1=3,12 









c COMPUTE HOURLY HEIGHTS 
c------------------------




00 9 1 =J 1, J2 
ND(t+l)=NO( I )+l 
on 1 o J= 1, 24 
JT=(Cl-l)*24)+J-l 
HH(l,J)=HO 




11 CONT 1 NUE 
10 cnNTI NUE 
9 CONTINUE 
c-----------------------
c PRINT HOURLY HEIGHTS 
c------------------------
WRTTFC6,12t Xl~EN,XLAT,XLON,LTM~IYR,K,~TC 
12 fOR~AT('l',/lX,A4,2F7.l,2X, 1 T.~.·,13,'W 1 ,/lX, 1 YEAR ',I4,2X,'M0NTH' 
1,13,2X, 1 NO. CONST. ',12) 
WRllf(6 1 11) DATN~ 
13 fORMAT(//lX, 1 PRfDtCTED HOURLY HFTGHT nF TJOf TN FEET ABOVE 1 ,A4, 1 
lOATl}~') 
TF(~O.EQ.O.O)GO Tn 115 
WRtTE(6,94) OATN~,HO 































































GO 1ro 200 
c--~~--· ----~-----------~~~--~-------c COMPUTE TIMES AND HEIGHTS n~ HIGHS ANn LOWS 
c~-----~--------------------------------
1 00 l.5 K=MS,ME 
Jl=.IS(KJ 
J2=.IE ( K) 
ND ( .11) =l 
DO t6 I=Jl,JZ 
THW{I,2)=1000000. 
TLWft,2)=1000000. 


























DO 25 J=l,24 
NSl<IP=NSKIP-1 









osuai,n ... -1. 
N=N+l 
GO TO 21 















































G~I TO 21 
23 t-m1=NQ+ 1 · 
XJI= ( J-1 l+O. l ~NQ 
XJT=C(l-1)*24)+XJ 
37 








HIU 1, N )=SUM 
o~;UM0=-1. 
N==N+l 
GO TO 21 
33 Tl.W(l.,M)=XJ 





G1.1 Tn 25 
28 OSUMO=OSUM 
SUMO=SUM 
JF(NQ.GT.O)GO TO 23 
25 CONTINUE 
16 CIJNTI NUI: 
c----·-----------------.,---------------
c PRINT TTMFS AND HFI~HTS OF HIGHS ANO LOWS 
c------·------------------------------
55 WRITF.(6,12) XIDFN,XLAT,XLON,LTM,IYR,K,NTC 
WRITE(6,34J OATNM 
34 FORMAT(//1X, 1 PRE0ICTED TIMFS ANO HF.IGHTS nF HIGH ANO LOW T1DE 1 ,/1X 
1,'TtME IN HRS 1 ,5X, 1 HFIGHT IN FEET ABOVE •,A4 9 1 DATUM•) 
IF(HO.EQ.n.O)GO TO 336 
WRTTr(6,337) DATNM,HO 
337 FORMAT(/1X.A4,• DATU~ IS •,F5.3, 1 FEET BELOW MSL') 
336 WRITF(6,338) 
338 FOR~AT(/1X, 1 0AY•,3X, 1 THW',3X, 1 HW',2X,'TLW•,3X,'LW (AMl',2X,'THW 1 ,3 



























on 1 J=l,NTC 








MASTER LIST OF CONSTITUENT INFORMATION - PROGRAM ASTRO 
l Ml 28. 9841042 -2 2 0 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
2 S2 '30.0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3 ~2 28.4397296 -3 2 l 0 0 2 -7. 0 2 
4 Kl )5.0410686 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 
5 M4 57.9682084 -4 4 0 0 0 4 -4 0 4 
6 01 13.9430356 -2 1 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 1 
1 M6 86.q523126 -6 b 0 0 0 6 -6 0 6 
8 MK3 44.0251728 -2 3 0 0 1 2 -2 -1 3 
9 S4. 60.0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
10 ~N4 57.4238:338 -5 4 1 0 0 4 -4 () 4 
11 NUZ 28.5125830 -3 4 -1 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
12 S6 90. 0000000 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 6 
13. MU2 27.968?084 -4 4 0 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
14 2N2 27.8953548 -4 2 2 0 0 2 -2 0 2 
15 Of11 16.1391017 2 l 0 0 1 -2 -1 0 1 
16 LAM2 29. 4 55 6.254 -1 0 l 0 2 2 -2 0 2 
17 Sl 15.0000000 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 l 
18 ~1 l4.4966'Q39 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 
19 Jl 15. 5854lt33 l 1 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 
20 MM o. 5443 747 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21- SSA 0.0621373 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 SA 0 .0410686 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 MSF 1.0158958 2 -2 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 
24 MF 1.0980:331 2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 
25 RHfJl 13.4715145 -3 3 -1 0 -1 2 -1 0 1 
26 QI 13.3986609 -3 1 1· 0 -1 2 -1 0 1 
27 r2 z9.95acn33 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
28 RZ 10.0410667 0 l 0 -1 2 0 0 0 2 
29 2Ql 12.as42a62 -4 1 2 0 -1 2 -1 0 1 
30 Pl 14.q589314 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 
'31 2S~2 31.0158958 2 -2 0 0 0 -2 2 0 2 
32 M3 43. 4 761 !563 -3 3 0 0 2 3 -3 0 3 
3l l2 2q.5784789 -1 2 -1 0 l 0 0 0 7. 
34 2MK3 42.9271398 -4 3 0 0 -1 4 -4 1 3 
35 K?. .30 .08213 73 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
l6 ~8 LJ.5.9~64169 -8 8 0 0 0 8 -8 0 8 
37 MS4 58.9841042 -2 ? 0 0 0 2 -2 0 4 
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SAMPLF. OUTPU'J~ - PROGRAM ASTRO 
f-mVA 3656:a 761-9.9 T.M. 75W 
YEAR ·1970 NONTH 12 NO. CONST. 25 
PRED.tCTEO TIMES ANO HEIGHTS OF HIGH ANO LOW TIDf: 
TIME IN HRS HEIGHT 1N FEET ABOVE MSL DATUM 
DAY THV · HW T'L-W LW I AM) THW HW TLW LW (PM) 
1 10.5 1.6 '3.q -1.4 22.a o.a 16.8 -1.2 
2 11.4 1.6 · 4.7 -1.3 23. 7 0.8 17 .8 -1.2 
3. 12.2 1.5 .. 5. 7 -1.2 **** **** 18.7 -1.1 
4 -0.6 0.9 6.8 -1.1 13.0 1.4 19.7 -1.2 
5 - 1.5'. O.CJ 7.8 -1.1 13.9 1.2 20.5 -1.2 
6' 2.1 · 1.0 8.9 -1.1 t 5.1 1.1 21.5 -1.2 
7 ·4.0 1.1 10.0 :...1.1 16.3 1.0 22.3 -1.3 
8 5.0 1.3 11.0-1.1 11.2 1.0 23.l -1.3 
9 5.8 1. 5 12.0 -1.1 18.0 . 0.9 24.0 -1.3 
•.' 10 6.6 1.6, 13.0 -1.2 18.8 0.9 **** •••• 
11 7.4 1.6 0.8 -l.4 19.6 0.9 13.9 -1.2 
12 8.2 t.6 1.1-1.4 20.4 0.9 14.7 -1.3 
13 8 .. 9 1.6 2.4 -1.4 21.1 0.9 15.3 -1.3 
14 CJ.fl 1.6 3 .1 -1.4 21.9 0.8 15.9 -1.2 
15. 10.4 t.5 3.8 -1.3 22.1 o.e 16.6 -1.2 
16 11.1 1.4 4.5 -1.2 23.4 0.0 17.4 -1.1 
17 11.9 1.3 '5.3 -1.1 **** •••• 18. 2 -1.0 
18 0.2 o.a 6.2 -1.0 12.5 1.2 19.0 -1.0 
19 0.9 o. 8 1 .• 1 -0.9 13.2 1.1 19.8 -1.0 
20 1.6 o.e 8.0 -0.9 13 .9 0.9 20.5 -1.0 
21 2.6 o.a . 8.9 -0.9 14.9 0.8 21.3 -1.0 
. 22 3.8 0.9 9.9 -0.9 16.l 0.7 22.1 -1.0 
23 4.·e 1.1 10.8 -0.9 17.0 o.a 22.9 :.;;..1.1 
24 5.5 1.2 11.1-1.0 17. 7 0.8 23.7 -1.l 
25 6.2 1.4 12.1-1.0 18.5 o.e **** •••• 
26 .;i·· 7.0 t.5 0.5 -1.2 19.3 o. 8 13.6 -1.1 
27 7. 8 1.6 1 .• 4 -1.3 20.1 0.9 14.4 -1.3 
28 8.6 1.1 2.2 -1.4 20.9 o.q 15.l -1.3 
29 q.4 1.1 3.0 -1.5 21.1 1. 0 1 i;. 8 -1.4 
30 .10. 3 1. 7 3.7 -1.5 7-?.6 1. 0 16.6 -1.4 
31 11.1 1.1 4 .• 5 -1.5 23.5 1. 1 17.4 -1.3 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT - PROGRAM ASTRO 
HQVA 3656.8 7619.9 T.M. 75W 
YEAR 1970 MSJNTH 12 NO. CONST. 25 
PRfDTCTEO HOURLV·HEfGHT OF TIDE IN FFET ABOVE MSL DATUM 
0/HR 
1 
0 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 •21 22 23 
o.4-o.1-o.'1-1~2-1.1t-1 •. 2-o.1-o.o 0.1 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.3 0.1 o.1-0.1,-1.1-1.2-1.0-0.1-0.1 0.4 o.e .o.e 
0~1 o.1-o.3-o.a-1.2-1 •. 3-1.0-0.6 o.o 0.1 1.3 1.s 1.5 1.2 0.6-0.1-0.1-1.1-1.2-1.o-o.6-o.1 o.s o.e 
o.a.o.6 o.2-o.3-o.a-1 •. 1-1.2-1.0-0.s 0.1 o.a 1.3 1.s 1.4 1.0 o.s-0.2-0.1-1.1-1.1-0.9-o.s-o.o 0.5 
o.e,o.s o.6 0.2-0.3-0 •. 1-1.1-1.1-0.9-o.5 0.1 0.1 1.2 1.4 1.2 o.9 o.4-0.2-0.1-1.1-1.1-0.9-o.s 0.1 
o.6 o.9- o.9 0.1 o.3-0 •. 1-0.6-1.0-1.1-0.9-o.s 0.1 0.1 1.1 1.2 1.1.0.8 o.3-o.2-o.e-1.1-1.1-0.9-o.s 































-0.4 0.2 0.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 o.6 o.1-o.s-0.9-1.1-0.9-0.6-0.1 o.s o.s 1.0 o.9 o.& o.1-o.s-1-0-1.2-1.2 
~o.9-o.3 o.3 o.e 1.2 1 •. 3 1.1 0.1 o.1-o.5-o.9-1.1-1.0-0.6-0.1 o.4 o.a 1.0 o.9 o.s 0.0-0.6-1.1-1.3 
-1.2-0.a-o.3 o.4 1.0 1 •. 1t 1.5 1 •. 2 0.0 o.1-o.s-1.0-1.1-1.0-0.1-0.2 o.4 0.0 o.9 0.0 0.4-0.1-0.1-1.2 
-1.3~1.2-0.a-o.2 o.6 1 •. 2 1.5 1.~ 1.3 0.1 0.1-0.6-1.0-1.2-1.1-0.1-o.1 o.5 o.a o.9 0.1 o.3-0.3-o.e 
--1.2-1.3-1.2-0.1 o.o o •. s 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.2 o.6-0.1-0.1-1.1-1.2-1.1-0.6 o.o o.!> o.a 0.9 o.r. 0.2-0.4 
""-0.9-1.3-1.4-1.'1-o.6 0 •. 2 1.0 1.4 1.6 t.5 1.1 o.s-o.2-o.a-1.2-1.3-1.0-0.4 0.2 o.6 o.9 o.s o.5 0.1 
-o .s-1.1-1.1t-1.4-1.o-o •. 3 o.4 1.1 1. s 1.6 1.4 1.0 o. 3-o.4-1.0-1. 3-1. 2-0. a-o. 3 o. 3 0.1 .o. 9 o. a o~r. 
-0.1-0.6-1.2-1.4-1.2-0 •. a-o.1 o.6 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.3 o.a .o.2-0.6-1.1-1.2-1.0-0.1-0.1 o.4 0.1 o.e 0.1 
·o.3-o.2-o.e-1.z-1.3-1.1-0.6 o.o 0.1 1.2 1.s t.4 1.1 0.6-0.1-0.1-1.1-1.1-0.9-o.s o.o o.s 0.0 o.a 
:t o.b 0.2-0.1-0.9-1.2-1.2-0.9-0.4 0.2 o.a 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.0 o.4-0.3-o.a-1.1-1.0-0.a-o.~ 0.2 o.6 o.a 
o~e o.s o.1-o.r.-0.9-1.1-1.1-0.a-o.1 o.3 o.9 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.1 o.1-o.4-o.e-1.0-1.0-0.1-o.2 o.3 o.6 
o.e 0.1 o.1t-o.o-o.5-o •. e-1.o-o.9-o.6-o.2 o.4 o.9 1.2 1.2 o.9 o.s-o.o-o.s-o.9-t.o-o.9-0.6-0.1 o.4 
. 0.1 o.a 0.1 o.4-o.o-o.4-o.a-o.9-o.a-o.5-0.1 o.4 o.9 1.1 1.0 0.1 o.3-.0.1-0.6-0.9-1~0-o.a-o.s-o.o · 
o.s o.a o.a 0.1 o.4 o.o-o.4-0.7-0.9-o.e-o.5-o.o o.5 o.e o.9 o.a o.6 o.2-0.2-0.1-0.9-t.o-o.1-o.4 
0.1 o.& o.a o.8 0.1 0.4 o.1-0.4-0.1-0.9-o.1-o.4-o.o o.5 0.1 o.a 0.1 o.5 0.1-0.3-0.s-1.o-o.9-o.1 
-0.3-0.2 0.1. o.9 o.9 o.a o.s 0.1-0.4-0.0-0.9-0.1-0.4-0.o 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.4 o.o-o.s-o.9-1.0-0.9 
-0.6-0.2 o.3 o.a 1.0 1.1 o.9 o.5 o.o-o.5~0.a-0.9-0.1-0.4-o.o o.4 o.6 o.a o.6 0.3-0.1-0.6-1.0-1.1 
-o.9-0.5-0.1 o.s o.9 1.2 1.2 o.9 o.s-o.o-o.5-o.9-o.9-0.0-0.s-o.o o.4 0.1 o.a o.& 0~2-0.2-0.1-1.1 
-1.1~0.9-0.5 o.o 0.1 1.1 t.4 1.3 1.0 o.s-0.1-0.1-1.0-1.o-o.9-o.5 o.o o.s o.e o.a o.s 0.1-0.4-0.9 
-1.2-1.2-0.9-o.s 0.2 o.9 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.0 o.4-o.2-o.a-1.1-1.1-0.9-0.4 0.2 o.6 o.e o.a o.5 o.o-o.5 
-1.0-1.3-1.3-o.9-o.3 o.4 1.1 1.s 1.6 1.4 o.9 o.3-0.4-o.9-1.2-1.2-0.9-0.3 0.3 0.1 o.9 o.e 0.4-0.1 
-0.6-1.1-1.4-1.3-0.q-o.2 o.6 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.4 o.9 0.2-0.5-1.1-1.3-1.2-0.e-o.2 o.4 o.a o.9 o.e o.4 
-o.2-o.a-1.3-1.s-1.3-o.a-o.o o.a 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.4 o.a o.o-0.1-1.2-1.4-1.1-0.1-0.1 o.5 o.9 1.0 o.s 
0.3-0.3-0.9-1.4-1.5-1.2-0.6 0.1 0.9 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.3 0.6-0.2-0.9-l.3-1.3-1.1-0.6 0.1 0.6 1.0 1.0 





Instructions for using Program LESCO 
I. Purpose 
Program LESCO is used to compute the inverse of the least 
squares coefficient matrices required by Program HAMELS. The 
inverse matrices may be computed for an observational series of 
virtually any length but the program is limited to a maximum of 
ten tidal constituents (two 10 X 10 matrices) in present form. 
If more than ten constituents are needed, both the main program 
and subroutines INVER and MAPROD must be modified accordingly. 
II. Input Required 
The required information must be entered on cards in the 
following order: 
A. Data information card (I3, I4, I3) 
M - number of tidal constituents (I3) 
N - total number of observations (I4) 
NPD - number of observations per day (I3) 
B. Constituent Cards (A3, 2X, F13.10) 
C - constituent symbol (A3) 
W - constituent speed (Fl3.10) 
Note: The order of the constituent cards determines 
~ord1er in which the constituents must appear in 
Program HAMELS. 
III. Output 
A listing of the cosine sununation (S) and sine smmnation (D) 
matrices are printed along with their respective inverse matrices 
and a set of verification (identity) matrices obtained as the pro-
ducts S x SINV and D x DINV. 
44 
The invers«~ matrices are multiplied by a factor of 1000 
to eliminate extraneous leading zeroes and allow retention of 
significant figurE~s in the lesser elements of the array output. 
The remainder of the output consists of a deck of punched cards 
containing 
SINV x 1000 
DINV x 1000 
(10F8.6) 



























c PROGRAM LESCO - GFNERATES COEFFTCTENT MATRICIES ANO COMPJTfS THE 
C INVE~SE MATRICIES FnR THf LfAST SQUARES HFTHOD nF HAR~O~IC 
C ANALYSIS. THE INVERSE MATRICIES A~F MULTIPLIEJ BY 1000 DUE TO THE 
C SMALL VALUES OF THE ~'11\f-PIVOT flEa4ENTS. 
C INPUT REQUIREn 
C 1. MASTER LIST nF cn~STITUENT ANO l~PUT DATA INFORMATION 
C M= ORDER OF COFfFICIENT ~ATRIX (MAXIMUM= 10) 
C N= NUMBER ~F OBSERVATIONS IN TtOAL SE~IES ( N MUST BE JOO) 
C NPD= ~n. OBSERVATIONS PER DAY 
· C C( I)= CONSTITUENT SYMBOL FOR 1TH CONSTITUENT 
C WCI)= ITH CONSTJTJF.NT SPEED (OEG/~SH) 
C 2. SUBRnUTTNES REQUIRFO - INVERS, MAPRno 
r.-----------------------------------------------------------------------OOUBLE PRF.CISinN W,S,D,SINV,OTNV,SSINV,DDINV,WS,WSN,SFS,WD,WDN,SFD 




c READ MATRIX OROER(Mt, SERIES LfNTH 
C READ M,N,NPD, CONSTITUENT SVMBOLS ANO-- CONSTITUE'IIT SPEEDS 
c---------------~--------------------------------------






10?. FnR~ATf 1 1 1 ,//1X, 1 N FVEN, PROGRAl4 CA'JCELLED 1 ) 
Go rn 100 




18 FORMAT(' 1 1 ,/lX,'MflTRJ)( cnEFFICJHITS - PRO:iRAM LESC0 1 ,//1X, qECO~D 
llfNGTH- ',T3,'0hYS 1 ,/l~,·roTAL Nn. nes.- 1 ,14,/lX, 
2 'N~. CnNSTITUFNT~- 1 ,13,//lX,•CONSTITUENT SPEEDS (OEG/MSH)') 
WQ TT~ (I W, 19) ( C ( I) , W fl), l=l, ~) 
19 FOR~AT(/1X,A4,2X,F8.4) 
c--------------------------------------------
c GENERATE COFFFICifNT MATQJX 
c------------------·--------------------
C 
no 3 I=l,M 
DO 3 J= 1, M 
If (t-J) 45,45,43 


































































c WRIT~ ~ATRIX, INVERSE ~ATRIX, MATRIX PRODUCTS 
c-----·-----------------------------------------------
wR nf"f IW,6) 
6 F0RMAT( 1 l 1 ,//1X,'S 1 ,/1X> 
on :JO I=l,M 
80 WRITFCIW,7)(S(I,J) ,J=l,M) 
Wl>JTF(IW,8) 
7 FnR~AT(' ',10!=12.6) 
8 F~R~AT( 1 1 1 ,//1X, 1 0',/1X) 
on 82 I=l,M 
82 WR ITF f I W, 7) (D ( J , J) , J= 1, M) 
CALL tNVERS(M,S,SJl'iV) 
IF (~.EJ.O) GJ T~ 100 
CALL T~V~RS(M,D,DI~V, 
IF (M.EQ.Ol Gn TO 100 
WR ITF ( IW 1 9) 
9 rnR~AT( 1 l 1 ,//1X, 1 SINV X 100)',/lX, 
00 8ft. 1=1,M 
84 WPITF.(TW,7) (Sl~V(l,J>,J=l,~) 
WRTTF ( TW, LO) 
10 FnP-MAT( 1 1 1 ,//1X,'DINV X 1000 1 ,/lXI 
r)fJ 86 T=l,M 
86 WRITE(IW,7) (D[~VCl,J),J=l,~> 
00 64 l=l ,M 
64 WRITF(IP,66) (SINVII,Jl,J=l,M) 
66 FORMAT(lOFB.6) 
nn 70 I=l, ~ 
70 WRtTE(JP,66) (OINV(l,J),J=l,M) 
WRITE (JW,20) 
20 FORMAT('l',//lK,'CHECK S*SINl',/lX} 
C AU MAPQ.00 (M, S, S INil) 
WR JTF( IW, 21) 
21 FOR~AT('l',//lX,'f.HECK D*0INV 1 1 /1X) 









































c--------------~-------------------------------~--~--------·---------c SUBROUTINE INVERS - COMPUTES THE INVfRSE OF THEM X ~ ~ATRIX IN 
~ PLACE. THf ~ETHOD IS GAUSS-JnROEN ELIMINATIO~ USING ~AXl~U~ >JVOT 
C STRATEGY. IF THE PIVOT IS LESS THAN .00000001, THF PROGRA~ IS 
C TERMINATED. 
C 1. INPUT VARIABLES 
C M - nRDER 0F cnEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C F - cnFFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
C 2. OUTPUT VARIARLES 






DO 2 l=l,M 
DO 2 J= 1, M 
2 A ( J , J > =F f I , J J 




5 on 18 K=l,M 
K Ml=K-1 
PT VOT =O. 
on 11 t=l ,M 
DO 11 J= 1, M 
IF fK.EO.l) Gn TO q 
on 8 I SC AN= 1 , K M 1 
DD 8 JSCAN=l,K~l 
IF (l.EQ.tROW(ISCANJ) GO TO 11 
IF (J.EQ.JCOLfJSCANJ) Gil TO 11 
8 C 01'\1 T IN! J E 
9 TF (f)ABS(A( I,J) ).LE.r>ABS( PIVOT>) GO TO 11 
PI vn T= .4 f 1, J, 
JROW (I<)= l 
JCf'IL(K)=J 
11 CONTT NIJE 
TF (f)A!3S(PIVnT).GT.EPS) Gn TO 13 




JC OLK =.JC OU K) 
























0038 · 00 18 I== 1 ,M 
003q A IJCK=AI I ,JCnLK) 1100 
0040 T F ( I • FCt. IR OW K J GO TO l •, 1110 
0041 A(l,JCOLK)=-A(JCK/PIVOT 1120 
0042 00 1 7 J= 1 ,M 
004~ 17 TF (J.NF.JCOLK) A(I,J)=A(J,J)-AJJCK*A(IROWK,J) 1140 
0044 18 CONT J NUE 1150 
0045 on 20 1==1,~ 
0046 IROWl=IROW( H 1190 
0047 JCOLI =JCf'U I l 1200 
0048 20 JORO( IROWI )=JCOL I 1210 
0049 DO 28 J=l,~ 
0050 on 21 I= 1, M 
0051 IROWl=IROW(I) 1420 
0052 JCCU =JC OU I) 1430 
0053 27 Y(JCOLJ)=A{IROWl,JJ 14ft0 
0054 00 28 I= 1, M 
0055 28 A ( I , J J =Y ( I J 1460 
0056 DO 30 I= 1, M 
0057 on 29 J=l ,~ 
0058 IR{1WJ=IP.OW(J) 1500 
0059 JCOL J=JCf'l ( J l 1510 
0060 79 Y(tROWJJ=AtI,JCOLJ) 152J 
0061 on 30 J=l,M 
0062 30 A(I,JJ=Y(J)*lOOO. 
0063 RETURN 1550 
0064 200 fnR~AT(•O•,•N TOO BIG') 158:> 
0065 205 FORMAT( 1 0 1 , 1 MAGNITUOE OF PIVOT IS LESS THAN EPS 1 ) 1590 



















c SUBROUTINE MAPROO - MULTIPLIES THE CQEFFJCtENT MATRIX BY ITS INVFRSE 
C MATRIX TO INSURE THF pqooucT IS THE IDENTITY MAB IX. 
C 1. INPUT VARIABLES 
C M - ORDER OF COEFFICIF.NT MATqJX 
C A - COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C AINV - tNVFRSF OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C 2. OUTPUT VARIARLFS 
C AATNV - PRODUCT OF A A~O AtNV (THlS SHOULD BE THE IDE~TITY MATRIX) 
c----------~-----------------------------------------------------------
onuALE PRECISION A,AINV,AAINV 
OIMENSJnN A(l0,10),AINV(lO,lOJ,AAINV(l0,10) 
OATA IR/5/,IW/6/,IP/7/ 
nn 10 1=1,M 
rm 10 J=l ,M 
AAINV(l,JJ=O. 
nr. 1 0 K:= 1 , M 
AAINV(I,J)=AAINV(l,J)+A(I,K)*AINV(K,Jt/1000. 
1 0 C n NTT 'HJF 
DO 15 J:=l,.M 
15 wqJTF(IW,ll)(AAl~V(I,J),J=l,M) 
11 FORMAT( 1 0',10Fl2.7) 
RETURN 
F.NO 
